
Visual Basic Upgrade Companion Version 9.5 Release Notes 
 
.NET 7 Support 
 
VBUC now fully supports the .NET 7 platform. This option will allow the user to generate code using this 
version as the target for C# and VB.NET. 
 

 
 
Note: .NET 7 platform is available only when selecting Visual Studio 2022 as target. 
 

GoTo support for C# 

Previously, VBUC allowed you to convert the GoSub statements to local functions to have a VB6 like 
behavior, however, if a GoTo statement was in the code, it was not converted and an EWI and message 
was added instead. 
With this release, VBUC can now convert some GoTo patterns to local functions, adding more VB6 like 
behavior. 
  



 
 
VB6 snippet code: 

 
 
Output: 

 
 
There are 2 calls to the FormTest01 method, the first one will be ended after print “Some Code 03”, the 
second one will execute the whole code. 
 
C# upgrade code with feature turned off: 



 
Note that there is a NotUpgradedElement notification where the On Error Goto statement is located, 
and the Err.Raise is converted to throw Exception statement. 
 
  



Output: 

 
 
Because of the throw Exception, the execution will be stopped when the Exception statement is reached 
and the second call will not be executed, causing a different behavior. 
 
  



C# upgraded code with feature turned on: 

 
The On Error Goto statement caused to convert the whole method in a try-catch, and the GoTo labels 
were converted to local functions, as the method was converted into a Try-Catch when the throw 



Exception statement is reached, the catch will prevent the execution to be stopped and the execution 
will continue with the second call. 
 
Output: 

 
Note that this output is similar to the original VB6 code, an Exception was added to the output but the 
execution was the same as VB6. 
 

Other Improvements include but are not limited to: 

• Databases mappings 
• COM Interop improvements 
• Microsoft controls mappings 
• Color mappings 

 
 


